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Checkpoint of WG goals and 
objectives
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• After almost 2 years, it’s appropriate to review the WCLG Network 
and Transfer Metrics working group progress

• Started in Fall 2014, it brings together network & transfer experts
– Follows up on the WLCG perfSONAR Task Force goals

• Mandate
– Ensure all relevant network and transfer metrics are identified, 

collected and published
– Ensure sites and experiments can better understand and fix networking 

issues
– Enable use of network-aware tools to improve transfer efficiency and 

optimize experiment workflows

• Membership
– WLCG perSONAR support unit (regional experts), WLCG experiments, 

FTS, Panda, PhEDEx, FAX, Network experts (ESNet, LHCOPN, LHCONE)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/NetworkTransferMetrics
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Review of Working Group

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/NetworkTransferMetrics


• The working group has met on a monthly basis 
and made progress in a number of areas:

– Defining important use-cases

– Understanding slow transfers

– Providing a uniform way to define and access 
network metrics

– Integrating network metrics with the experiments

– Coordinating responses to network issues

– Baselining existing links; commissioning new links

• We will cover these in the following slides
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Overview of Work Areas



• The working group has assembled feedback about 
the use-cases foreseen for network and transfer 
metrics into a google document
– Participation from ATLAS, CMS, LHCb and Alice, and 

various middleware and application providers

– Full report is summarized in this presentation

• We have published CHEP 2015 paper and 
contributed to the SCIC report for the 
International Committee on Future of Accelerators 
(ICFA)

• Regular updates presented at HEPiX, GDB and 
WLCG workshop
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Defining Important Use-Cases

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OcggHH4DM6vhe1ydJteYazwc0WgOLcHU31H1X5vbq3I/edit
https://indico.cern.ch/event/304944/contribution/407.pdf
http://icfa-scic.web.cern.ch/ICFA-SCIC/meetings.html


• Slow transfers can have many causes in complex end-to-
end topologies
– Differentiating “network” issues from application, end-site 

and end-host issues can be difficult

• A core task for the working group was perfSONAR
deployment and commissioning  to provide a source of 
network metrics to enable effective problem debugging
– 246 active WLCG/OSG instances; 278 registered
– WG tracked issues in infrastructure and networks
– Supports problem debugging and resolution

• We have successfully commissioned perfSONAR
network and used  it to identify and resolve “network” 
causes for slow transfers
– It is one the biggest perfSONAR networks to date 
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Understanding Slow Transfers



• Working closely with the Open Science Grid (OSG) Network Area, the 
group has provided means to operate and access the perfSONAR
network

• Infrastructure Operations
– OSG perfSONAR configuration tool based on OIM enables global re-

configuration of the entire network from a central place
– OSG Infrastructure monitoring providing an overview of the status of 

the network 

• Interfaces
– OSG Network Datastore is used to gather and store ALL WLCG/OSG 

perfSONAR metrics in a common API (Esmond).
– perfSONAR stream - CERN hosts a Active Message Queue that OSG 

“publishes” all metrics to.   End users can subscribe to any data they 
choose

– OSG perfSONAR dashboard connected to OSG Datastore

• Prototyped a proximity service to handle topology-related requests:  
closest perfSONAR server to storage element and vice-versa

• Collaborating with Esnet on an open-source configuration interface 
project (to be released as part of perfSONAR 3.6), proximity service 
follow-on, and the deployment/debugging of perfSONAR toolkit. 7

Providing Network Metrics



• It is important to be able to utilize the network and transfer 
metrics we gather to support higher level services that rely 
upon the network

• WG started pilot projects to investigate how we could do this
• ATLAS Network Analytics – processing perfSONAR data to 

create a network “cost-matrix” for use by PANDA with 
additional use cases in scheduled transfers and dynamic data 
access
– Ilija Vukotic, Kaushik De, Rob Gardner and Jorge Batista
– Great example of a full featured integrated metrics system

• LHCb DIRAC Bridge – processing perfSONAR stream and 
correlate it with the network and transfer metrics in DIRAC
– Federico Stagni, Henryk Giemza and Stefan Roiser

• FTS Study – using FTS and perfSONAR information to analyse 
FTS performance
– Saul Youssef, Tomas Javurek, Hassen Riahi
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Integrating Network Metrics



• The working group has created a support unit to 
coordinate responses to potential network issues
– Tickets opened in the support group can be triaged to 

the right destination
– Many issues are potentially resolvable within the 

working group
– Real network issues can be identified and directed to 

the appropriate network support centers

• Documented at 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Network
TransferMetrics#Network_Performance_Incidents

• Recently, several cases were reported and 
successfully resolved by this SU 
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Coordinating Network Issue Response

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/NetworkTransferMetrics#Network_Performance_Incidents


• The working group has defined a number of 
meshes with corresponding tests to measure the 
performance of our network paths

• WLCG-wide meshes for latencies, traceroutes and 
throughput
– perform full mesh tests involving all WLCG sonars

• Network provider meshes
– LHCOPN and LHCONE meshes to help debug weak links

• Specific project meshes
– Dual-stack – compares throughput between IPv4 and 

IPv6 instances
– Belle II – covers the additional non-LHC sites in Belle II
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Baselining Our Networks



• The working group has made very good 
progress in all of its areas of responsibility

• ATLAS, CMS and LHCb are all involved and 
should benefit from our pilot projects

• We have had very successful and continuing 
collaboration with ESnet and OSG

• Recently focus during has moved from 
deployment debugging issues to use of the 
metrics, which is where we want to be.
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Summary



WG activities to be continued
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Introduction

• Since the WG started, we have seen an explosion 
of network topics to discuss and follow up

• Many of them are now beyond the scope of 
WLCG operations coordination

• Proposal is therefore to branch the existing 
activities into two areas

– R&D projects – focused on R&D, to be discussed later

– WLCG throughput – focused on network operations 
and network monitoring infrastructure activities
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• End-to-end network issues are difficult to spot and localize 
– Network problems are multi-domain, complicating the process
– Standardizing on specific tools and methods allows groups to focus 

resources more effectively and better self-support
– Performance issues involving the network are complicated by the 

number of components involved end-to-end. 

• perfSONAR provides a number of standard metrics we can use
• Latency measurements provide one-way delays and packet loss 

metrics
– Packet loss is almost always very bad for performance

• Bandwidth tests measure achievable throughput and track TCP 
retries (using Iperf3)
– Provides a baseline to watch for changes; identify bottlenecks

• Traceroute/Tracepath track network topology
– All measurements are only useful when we know the exact path they 

are taking through the network. 
– Tracepath additionally measures MTU but is frequently blocked
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Motivation



Latency and packet loss matters

Source
Campus

R&E
Backbone

Regional

DS

Destination
Campus

Regional

Performance is good when RTT is < 
~10 ms

Performance is poor when RTT 
exceeds ~10 ms

Switch with small 
buffers

0.0046% loss (1 out of 22k packets) on 
10G link
• with 1ms RTT: 7.3 Gbps
• with 51ms RTT: 122Mbps 
• with 88ms RTT: 60 Mbps (factor 

80)



Packet ordering and jitter matters

Source
Campus

R&E
Backbone

Regional

DS

Destination
CampusNetwork introducing

delays and out of 
order packets

At 70ms RTT on 10G link, 60 seconds test
• with 1% re-ordering, 0.2 ms jitter: 8.45 

Gbps
• with 1% re-ordering, 1ms jitter: 1.1 

Gbps
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Current perfSONAR Deployment

• Initial deployment coordinated by WLCG perfSONAR TF

• Commissioning of the network followed by WLCG Network and Transfer 
Metrics WG

http://grid-
monitoring.cern.ch/perfsonar_report.txt for stats

https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1QT4r17HEufkvnqhJu24nIptZ66XauYEIBWWh5Kpa#map:id=3

http://grid-monitoring.cern.ch/perfsonar_report.txt
https://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?docid=1QT4r17HEufkvnqhJu24nIptZ66XauYEIBWWh5Kpa#map:id=3


• Stable operations, high efficiency
• Most of the instances have auto-updates enabled

– Interventions only needed during major updates
– WLCG perfSONAR SU is here to help !

• Coverage and availability are still a challenge
– coverage needs collaboration with the experiments 
– missing sonars at IC, Sheffield, Brunel, MPPMU, SNIC
– availability is on best effort; 

• recent case BNL/SARA/CERN – SARA bandwidth perfSONAR offline
• ASGC/IJS – IJS has perfSONAR on LHCONE, but inaccessible to WLCG

• Capacity and deployment challenges
• Baseline testing changes

– to better match needs of the sites and experiments 
– some areas need further investigation – bandwidth testing

• Reliability of the perfSONAR network directly impacts our 
ability to find and resolve issues; we need to follow up on it

Current perfSONAR Deployment
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• Support unit to coordinate responses to potential network issues
– Several tickets resolved this year, details on WG twiki

• e.g. CA – EU connectivity GGUS-118730
– resolved within hours of being reported
– mainly due to our ability to narrow down using perfSONAR

• Need to gain more experience, network issues often cause explosion 
in the number of tickets opened (in (un)related areas)
– Any network issue should be broadly broadcasted

• Advanced notification remain a major challenge - currently too many 
network issues seen in the perfSONAR network – we’re missing tools 
to help filter out the important ones
– We’re currently working on this, but a full featured solution requires a 

lot of effort 

• It is very important that we get incidents reported
– ATLAS is the most active, but there are still many incidents hidden in e-

mails or mailing lists
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Coordinating Network Issue Response

https://ggus.eu/index.php?mode=ticket_info&ticket_id=118730


• Proposing to continue network operations and 
monitoring infrastructure oversight as part of WLCG ops 
coordination

• Mandate:
– Ensure sites and experiments can better understand and fix 

networking issues

• Objectives:
– Oversight of the perfSONAR network infrastructure 

– Coordination of the WLCG network performance incidents 

– Detection and follow up on issues seen by the perfSONAR
network

• Bi-weekly meetings already taking place, WLCG and 
North American throughput calls

WLCG throughput
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R&D projects
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Introduction

• Network trends reported by ICFA SCIC
– 100G core backbones are now mature – we are midway in 7-8 years 

generation cycle of 100G networks
– Appearance of 32x100G top of the rack switches; arrival of 100G NIC 

servers
– Higher WAN throughput 350G+ demoed at SC15
– WLCG transfer throughput as reported by the dashboards: 15-20GB/s 

typical, peaks at 25-35GB/s; 75% growth rate in 2015
– ESNet: Long term traffic growth of 72%/year (10X per 4 Years) 

continues
– Clear uptrend in the number of network incidents report in WLCG
– Emerging technologies - Software Defined Networks (SDNs) – major 

focus of the global R&E and industry

• We have number of areas (projects) we are considering and we 
need to understand where these efforts should be housed 
– Stay in WG, move to  GDB, to LHCONE
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Introduction

• Within LHCONE there is a point-to-point service effort for quite a 
while.   
– But challenging to make progress beyond a few limited 

demonstrations

• Bringing new network technologies to production remains a major 
challenge, why ?
– The experiments have their own “stove-pipes” of effort and there 

hasn’t been much interaction with networking
– The experiments focused on what they perceive as bigger problems 

they must face.  LHCONE helped ensure the network has been the 
most reliable and capable component of their distributed 
infrastructure

– LHCONE efforts are typically one-offs designed to demonstrate 
features and capabilities but not then easily translated into use with 
existing production systems.

• Finding effort and ways to bring the new network technologies to 
production is critical to keep networks reliable 
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• Title: LHCONE L3VPN Looking Glass
• Areas: LHCONE, monitoring, debugging
• Title: Advanced notifications/alerting for network incidents 
• Areas: WAN, Advanced Notifications/Alerting, perfSONAR, 

Hadoop/Spark
• Title: Network performance of the commercial clouds
• Areas: Clouds, WAN connectivity, WAN performance (perfSONAR), 

establishing and testing network equipment at the cloud provider 
(VPN)

• Title: Integration of network and transfer metrics to optimize 
experiments workflows

• Areas: FAX/Phedex, Rucio, perfSONAR, DIRAC
• Title: LHCONE Traffic engineering
• Areas: LHCONE, routing, debugging, network orchestration
• Title: Software Defined Network Production Testbed
• Areas: WAN, SDN, LHCONE/LHCOPN, Storage/Data nodes
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Possible Future Project Areas



• R&D project areas report available

• Proposing to have pre-GDB on networking

– Status and plans for LHCONE/LHCOPN

– perfSONAR and WLCG throughput activities

– SDNs and new network technologies review

– Commercial Clouds networking experiences

– Network-aware storage and services
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Summary

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P_L5XElAVmqpe5fx9OHU-YnHlaE5rG42aRtEdAsjhiA/edit#heading=h.3sc5fkcezdfy


• Network Documentation 
https://www.opensciencegrid.org/bin/view/Documentation/NetworkingInOSG

• Deployment documentation for OSG and WLCG hosted in OSG
https://twiki.opensciencegrid.org/bin/view/Documentation/DeployperfSONAR

• Measurement Archive (MA) guide 
http://software.es.net/esmond/perfsonar_client_rest.html

• Modular Dashboard and OMD Prototypes

– http://maddash.aglt2.org/maddash-webui

https://maddash.aglt2.org/WLCGperfSONAR/check_mk

• OSG Production instances for OMD, MaDDash and Datastore
– http://psmad.grid.iu.edu/maddash-webui/
– https://psomd.grid.iu.edu/WLCGperfSONAR/check_mk/
– http://psds.grid.iu.edu/esmond/perfsonar/archive/?format=json

• Mesh-config in OSG https://oim.grid.iu.edu/oim/meshconfig
– Being updated to a new standalone mesh-config application (ready for v3.6?)

• Use-cases document for experiments and middleware 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ceiNlTUJCwSuOuvbEHZnZp0XkWkwdkPQTQi
c0VbH1mc/edit

• R&D projects
– https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P_L5XElAVmqpe5fx9OHU-

YnHlaE5rG42aRtEdAsjhiA/edit#heading=h.3sc5fkcezdfy
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Overview of perfSONAR Pipeline

The diagram on the right 
provides a high-level view of 
how WLCG/OSG is managing 
perfSONAR deployments, 
gathering metrics and 
making them available for 
use.


